MIK Energy Windows
Improve your well-being.

Fill up your body with positive
energy.

Lead an active lifestyle and wake up well rested.
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Introduction
MIK energy windows are informed with positive information that
cleanses and harmonise the energy of air and water and are proven to
strengthen the body, have a positive influence on our wellbeing and create better quality living conditions.

Diseases, fatigue and indisposition can be
the result of bad air in the living area.
Today, people spend, on average, more than 80
percent of their time indoors. We are surrounded
by numerous chemicals, electronic devices and
appliances that contaminate the air and destroy
the harmony of indoor air. Due to bad and exhausted indoor air, we feel bad, have headaches,
are less productive, have difficulties concentrating and are more prone to develop diseases.
The air and water in the mountains are much better and much healthier than the air and water in
cities and incomparably healthier than the air we
breathe indoors. High quantities of negative ions
and the positive energy of air and water stimulate our body and mood. It is for this reason that
a walk in nature has such invigorating, refreshing
and stimulating effects.

Improve the harmonisation of energy in the air and
water in your home and you will feel better!
We can create a quality and healthy indoor environment with no unnecessary energy losses or waste
of money! With MIK energy windows you will live
a healthier and better quality life. MIK energy windows will invigorate you, as they are enriched with
information that establishes an energy balance for
people, animals and plants in the room.

We have verified the positive influence of MIK energy windows on the well-being of people, animals
and plants with physical, biological and chemical
methods.1 The research was led by independent experts: university professor Dr. Peter Bukovec, Russian physicist Dr. Yuri Yatsko and biologist Peter
Firbas MSc from the laboratory of cytogenetics. All
research has confirmed that MIK energy windows
have a positive effect on living organisms.1

MIK ENERGY WINDOWS
• Cleanse and harmonise the air
• Refresh the room
• Increase and prolong your ability
to concentrate
• Reduce physical fatigue

1. In accordance with the results of the research: MIK info cell, Vili Poznik, Celje,
August 2010; The development of MIK energy windows, Dr. Yuri Yatsko, Ljubljana, August 2012; GDV electrography of MIK energy windows, Prof. Dr. Peter Bukovec, Ljubljana, October 2010; Allium metaphysical test for the testing
of drinking water, environmental samples and chemicals, Peter Firbas, BSc,
Domžale, November 2010.
2. Taken from the research on GDV electrography of MIK energy windows, Prof.
Dr. Peter Bukovec, Ljubljana, October 2010.
3. Taken from the research: Allium metaphysical test for the testing of drinking water, environmental samples and chemicals, Peter Firbas, BSc, Domžale,
November 2010.
Reports on all research performed stated under point 1 are published on the
website http://www.mik-ce.si/okna/energijska-okna/poročila-o-delovanju-inrezultatih-raziskav/

Advantages
The positive information and vibrations
improve the harmonisation of the air, water
and room and strengthen our energy
field and our health.

Positive energy

has a positive effect on us.

In order to be healthy, vital, happy and satisfied, people require balance and harmony within their environment. This occurs when our energy field is in balance
and harmony. We can achieve harmony by receiving positive energy and information. Everything in our lives is energy; everything carries a certain vibration
and vibrations can be recorded through special technology and transferred onto
another object.

When we are in harmony, our
biofield is wider and we emit
positive energy that influences
other creatures we come into
contact with.

In the process of informing according to the original technology of the MOP
Poznik, with the aid of an orgone cannon, i.e. an apparatus based on the use of rays,
that enables the transfer of information, we have added positive information to
our products. If we add to a light and pleasant room the positive information and
vibrations carried by the MIK energy plate, we will improve the harmonisation of
the room and consequently strengthen our energy field and well-being.

MIK energy windows have
ten times stronger and longer
lasting effects on the change in
energy of the water and air in
the room than devices for room
harmonisation.2

We have measured the effect of the MIK energy plate on the well-being of people, with the Kirlian camera that enables a visualisation of the human biofield or
energy field. The clearer the image of the biofield, the healthier and fitter the
person is, and vice versa. The clearer our biofield is, the better we feel and more
immune we are to various diseases and negative influences from the environment.
The results of measurements of energy status changes in test persons have proven as high as 40 percent improvement in energy parameters in an average person.
In individuals with a lot of energy, the energy parameters have increased by 20
percent, while in the elderly and individuals with a distinct lack of energy, these
have increased by as much as 100 percent.2
The quality of air can be improved in various ways. By ionizing the air with ionizers
or by airing out the room, we increase the number of negative ions in the air, and
with energy windows we also cleanse and improve the energy of water and air in
the room and harmonise the room.

MIK energy windows are proven
to improve the well-being of
people by as much as 40%.2
The harmonisation of air and
water in a room equipped
with MIK energy windows is
four times better than the
harmonisation in a room
without MIK energy windows.2
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Energy status of a test
person before she
was exposed to the
functioning of MIK
energy windows.2

Energy status of a
test person after she
was exposed to the
functioning of MIK
energy windows.2

Research
MIK energy windows change the
natural properties of water and air in the
room and make the water and air
more harmonised and healthy.

MIK energy windows

carry positive information, harmonise the room and

vitalize our cells.

MIK energy windows reduce the possibility of damage to our cells.
The results of measurements of the MIK energy plates’ influence on human beings using the ALLIUM biological method, which shows the environmental effects
on the growth and development of living cells in an organism, have demonstrated
that in otherwise equal conditions in a room, the number of undamaged cells in
an organism that is exposed to MIK energy windows is 46 percent greater than
in those that were not exposed to positive energy. Due to the universalism of the
genetic code of living organisms, the results of this research can be transferred
onto humans, as the biochemical composition of the chromosomes of onions (used
in the research) and humans is the same.3

Images of growth and development of test bulbs in the Allium test:

Growth and development of bulbs in a room Growth and development of bulbs in a
without MIK energy windows. The number room equipped with MIK energy windows.
of cells with damaged chromosomes: 19%3 The number of cells with damaged
chromosomes: 10%3

The results of measurements in the ALLIUM test have also proven an
obvious difference (25 percent) in the growth of organisms, particularly
in the length and strength of roots, which additionally substantiates the
evidence on the quality of surrounding space and confirms that MIK energy windows improve environment quality and have a positive effect
on our health and well-being.3

Microscopic images of a damaged and undamaged cell: 3

Damaged cell

Undamaged cell

Reports on all research performed on the functioning and effects of MIK energy windows
is published in full on the website www.mik-ce.si.

The Biological Allium tests were
performed my Peter Firbas,
MSc, in the laboratory of plant
cytogenetics, who states:

»The quality of water in
a room with MIK energy
windows has improved, and
the damage to chromosomes
in the cells has been reduced,
which proves that MIK
energy windows improve the
quality of the environment
and have a positive effect on
our health and well-being.«

Provide for your well-being and a
healthy life with abundance of energy

MIK energy plate

1•
25m

MIK energy windows or MIK energy plates?
2

MIK energy windows only differ from other window systems in being enriched with a special
MIK energy plate that received 300,000 selected
pieces of information with a positive influence on
the process of informing the plate. A MIK energy
plate consists of 70% silicon, which enables
the optimal transfer and storage of information entered into the plate
using a special technology with
Poznik medicinal equipment.
Code inscriptions, i.e. infor-

mation obtained with the use of orgone technology is visible on the glass. Through the glass part
of the MIK energy plate, the energy passes to the
inner gold-plated brass centre, in which crystals,
various precious stones, quartz and SiO2 particles
are located. The gold-plated brass centre collects
all of the obtained energy enriched with information that positively, stimulates and influences
everything that benefits living beings, emitting
it into the room through the outer Magic life circle.

MIK energy windows function non-stop and require no
additional energy for their functioning
The only factor that affects the functional power of the MIK energy plate is light.
MIK energy plates that are correctly installed onto a window thus function 24
hours per day and can be installed effortlessly in rooms in which we spend the
most time and want to be more active and creative. Harmonisation of living areas, children’s rooms, offices, infirmaries, hotel rooms and retirement homes
will enhance the comfort in the room and increase our efficiency and productivity.
MIK energy plates harmonize the air in the room, creating the same properties air
has in nature. From the viewpoint of energy parameters, airing is not important. Due to
the products of the human metabolism (carbon dioxide, acetone, ethanol, methanol) and
the gases produced by heating and cooking (carbon monoxide, hydrocarbon, carbon dioxide),
we naturally recommend airing, as well.
For optimal efficacy of MIK energy windows, we recommend setting one MIK energy plate or one MIK
energy window in a room up to 25 m2 in area. In rooms larger than 25 m2, we advise that you install
more MIK energy plates in accordance with the size of the room.

MIK energy plates can be
installed effortlessly on builtin windows as well.
The functioning of a MIK
energy plate, i.e. the
programme inscribed on the
MIK energy plate is activated
by cosmic light; thus, a MIK
energy plate should be
installed on a window.

You can buy MIK energy plates that are already installed into MIK energy windows or as a separate element to be installed on your existing
windows, regardless of the material or shape of your windows. If you
are replacing your builders’ joinery, we recommend that you choose MIK
energy windows with MIK energy plates readily installed.
The only factor that affects the functional power of a MIK energy plate
is light. MIK energy plates thus function steadily 24 hours a day. A reduced effect of the functioning of a MIK energy plate can occur due to
physical damage to the plate.
The effect of MIK energy plates does not depend on the size of the plate
itself, but exclusively on the programme that the plate carries. The effect of MIK energy plates is thus provided with the inscription found on
their surface and not with the size, so a larger energy plate does not have
a larger effect.

Should you be unsatisfied with your MIK energy
plate, we will refund your money!
100%
GUARANTEE

Take a picture of your plants before installing your MIK energy plates and then again after a
month and compare the two photos. If you notice no difference in the plants, or if your wellbeing has not improved after a month, you can simply return the plate and we will refund you
the full purchase price of the MIK energy plates!

Install it quickly and sleep great...
		
Try it and see for yourself!
Branko Žunec, business owner and director
spend on reading, strengthening my physical

»As the owner and director of a business, I have
a demanding job that requires 100% concen-

fitness or preparing for a new working day.

tration and a lot of energy. Ever since I installed

As I travel a lot and often stay in hotels, I carry

a MIK energy plate in my bedroom, I sleep no

a spare energy plate. I have found that when

more than 6 hours, yet wake up full of energy

I sleep at a hotel without the plate, I wake up

and completely rested. Before installing the

less focused and less rested, so I now leave

plate, I used to sleep between 6 and 7 hours,

nothing to chance. Install it quickly and sleep

sometimes more in order to feel rested enough.

great... That’s all! All I have to say is: try it and

Now I save up to 5 hours per week that I can

see for yourself.«

Exercise and physical activity are not enough; I
use an integrated approach to a healthy lifestyle.
Biljana Zgonjanin, Zumba instructor
»I like to lead an active and dynamic lifestyle.

in my home. To live healthily means to take care

In addition to my regular work duties, I spend

of the body and mind in an integrated way, to

most of my free time dancing, and lately, zum-

be calm and relaxed even after strenuous activ-

ba is my great passion. This is an energetic and

ities. With the MIK energy plate, I calm down

fun exercise that requires a lot of energy and

quicker and my body is vitalised much faster

concentration, which has required no great ef-

after exertions, so I now feel better and more

fort from me since I installed the energy plate

full of energy.«

My workday is much less strenuous,
and I come home full of energy!
Milka Cizelj, director of a retirement home
»As an executive director, I perform demanding

energy. My plants also thrive and give me much

and often strenuous work. Since my workspace

pleasure. That is why I have decided to have MIK

is equipped with a MIK energy plate, my work-

energy windows installed in my home, as well.«

day is much less strenuous, I am relaxed and
creative all day long and I return home full of
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